A program to find regions of similarity between homologous protein sequences using dot-matrix analysis.
MATRIX is a program designed primarily to enable the user to visualize all regions of similarity between two proteins at a glance. The program helps the user to see where they are similar--at what relative positions in the amino acid sequences of the two proteins in question does the similarity exist; how they are similar--what functional characteristics the two similar sequences have in common; and to what extent they are similar--is the similarity significant, if so how significant relative to other similar sequences in the protein. This is achieved by constructing a diagram in which quantitative parameters of amino acids are used to compare every amino acid residue of the first protein with every amino acid residue of the second. Another function of the program is, given two sets of atomic coordinates--either of different proteins or for the same protein (for self-comparison)--to demonstrate which residues of the two proteins, when the two proteins are superimposed upon each other, appear in the same space (or are close to each other).